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QUESTION 1

In a clustered Oracle ASM environment, a diskgroup is mounted in restricted mode. Which statement is correct? 

A. You can mount the disk group on all the nodes. 

B. You can issue any command, as long as you are using the force option. 

C. You can open the database located on this disk group only in standalone mode. 

D. You can open the database on this disk group only in restricted mode. 

E. You know that nobody is using the disk group, so you can perform a fast rebalancing on the disk group. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

You are talking to the network admin team about the Interconnect network in Oracle RAC and Clusterware. Which
statement about the Private interconnect interface is incorrect? 

A. Oracle RAC and Oracle ASM instances use the private interconnect for inter-instance communication. 

B. Oracle Clusterware uses the private interconnect to exchange Clusterware-related messages among its nodes. 

C. It supports both IPv4 and IPv6. 

D. It supports redundant network interfaces for load balancing and high availability. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A node is evicted from a three-node cluster due to poor latency of the underlying storage Which two statements are
correct in describing the instance recovery process? 

A. Perform a restore of archive redo from flash recovery area to recover database 

B. Upon startup, the SMON/LMS processes perform instance crash recovery. 

C. Upon startup of failed instance, the SMON process performs instance crash recovery by using checkpoints to
determine which data needs to be append to data files. 

D. User intervention is not required. 

E. Upon startup, PMON (process monitor) performs instance crash recovery automatically User intervention is not
required 

Correct Answer: CD 
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QUESTION 4

You must complete three steps. 

Step 1:

SQL > CREATE DISKGROUP OCR_VOTE NORMAL REDUNDANCYFILEGROUP controller01 DISK
`/dev/asm_ocr_vote1\\'FILEGROUP controller02 DISK `/dev/asm_ocr_vote2\\'FILEGROUP controller03 DISK
`/dev/asm_ocr_vote3\\'ATTRIBUTE `au_size\\' = `1M\\' `compatible.asm\\' = \\'12.1\\'; 

Diskgroup created. 

Step 2: 

Step 3:

crsct1 query c@s votedisk 

## STATE File Universal ID File Name Disk group

1. 

ONLINE beb9443cca734f65bfa6b89cc574d565 (/dev/asm-ocr_vote1) (OCR_VOTE)

2. 

ONLINE bea9b6154c164f89bf6a593846ea3cc3 (/dev/asm-ocr_vote2) (OCR_VOTE)

3. 

ONLINE bed9j8324cl86f89bf6a593846ea3dd3 (/dev/asm-ocr_vote3) (OCR_VOTE)Located 3 voting disk(s). 

Which command is required for step 2? 

A. crsctl replace +OCR_VOTE 

B. crsctl move votedisk +OCR_VOTE 

C. crsctl replace votedisk +OCR_VOTE 

D. crsctl replace +OCR_VOTE 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are doing a RAC implementation for a customer. Your customer states that they have the hardware to install
additional network adapters on each RAC node. ldentify three reasons for which they might need additional adapters 

A. Each server has at least two network adapters 

B. Each server was accidentally ordered with only one network adapter 

C. Each server is using network-attached storage on one or two of their adapters 
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D. They want to use the Redundant Interconnect Usage feature 

E. Each server has two network adapters and RAC requires at least three 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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